
Carlisle City Council maximise value 
throughout the organisation



Website 
https://www.carlisle.gov.uk/  
 
Number of employees 
459 
 
Region 
Cumbria  
 
Industry  
Local Government – District Council  
 
Profile 
The City of Carlisle is a local government district of Cumbria with the 
status of a city and non-metropolitan district. It is named after its 
largest settlement, Carlisle, but covers a far larger area which includes 
the towns of Brampton and Longtown, as well as outlying villages 
including Dalston, Scotby and Wetheral. The city has a population of 
107,524 and an area of 1,039.97 square kilometres (402 sq mi) making 
it the largest city in England by area.

The Customer Profile 



Carlisle City Council were coming to the end of an enterprise agreement and were looking for a 
new refreshed agreement which would allow it to digitally transform and provide better services to 
its citizens.  

The main challenges: 
• Ever-increasing demand for services 
• Trying to keep up to date with what the public wanted 
• Continuously delivering an outstanding service   
  

The council wanted to get the best value from the cloud services that they were adopting and were 
aware that a “one size fits all licencing model” wasn’t the best approach for them. There are many 
roles within the council and each role had different licencing requirements, however they hadn’t 
carried out an analysis of the different user types to associate the right licence.   
  

The council were also looking to implement a new Information and Technology strategy and ICT 
Services Improvement strategy which will support the organisation to be ‘fit for purpose’ in the 
future.   

  
“Carlisle City Council is in the process of formally approving a new strategy which will reinforce the 
move to the cloud, accelerate that move and will also support the onboarding of new skills and ca-
pabilities. This project is all about aligning resources to get maximum value which adds value to the 
organisation and of course our customers.”  

Michael Scott, ICT Services Manager at Carlisle City Council

The Challenge



The Partnership

Carlisle City Council already had a long working relationship with risual working in the past on 
various projects and continuously building on a strong trustworthy partnership. As a trusted and 
longstanding customer, Carlisle were assigned an Executive Sponsor to talk more holistically about 
its future plans, Director and Co-Founder of risual Richard Proud, and Account Manager Abigail 
Inglis met with the council to discuss the business requirements and long-term objectives, as well 
the trends risual were seeing across other councils. 
 

“From the initial meeting, both Richard and Abi were able to offer us various packages that would 
benefit us as an organisation, all in which were very helpful. We built a strong, trustworthy and 
honest relationship during the search for the right solution.”   

Michael Scott, ICT Services Manager at Carlisle City Council  

The Solution

risual were aware of the enterprise agreement renewal and wanted to ensure that the council were 
seeing value from the costly agreement. risual and Carlisle City Council carried out a BVA (Business 
Value Assurance) engagement where risual sat down with key stakeholders to investigate their 
technology roadmap and user personas to ensure that they could evaluate a number of licencing 
models and licence structures. 

The one risual BVA (Business Value Assurance) engagement provides a simple and logical 
framework to help customers define what value means within the council. Using a scorecard and 
metric approach the model seeks to define a common language between the business and ICT to 
support simple and informed decision making. Ultimately the outcome is sensible, unanimously 
understood and clear Microsoft investments with measured contribution to business value and 
organisational priorities.  
 

“Carlisle’s Enterprise agreement was due to be renewed, and as it was one of the largest IT 
expenditures we suggested a BVA to help look at the different licensing options available to them, 
balance the different user roles and projects along with supporting part of the future direction of 
travel. The output of the engagement will also help to plan the adoption of cloud licensing to show 
value back into the council.” 

Abigail Inglis, Account Manager at risual Limited 



www.risual.com enquiries@risual.com 0300 303 2044

The benefits

Carlisle City Council adopted the One risual BVA Engagement to focus on value rather than 
‘business as usual’. The project was not in place to save costs, but simply to make better use of 
both time and money.   
 

Maximum value   
The engagement enabled the focus to be on resources and the people. It ensured the organisation 
spends more and more time thinking about what will add value to the council and its citizens 
alongside minimising workloads which don’t offer maximum value.  
  

Proactive reactions  
The council now have a change in focus moving away from a reactive attitude 
to a much more focussed proactive attitude – Carlisle CC now have proactive 
reactions and communications with both its end users and customers.   


